
Making a 97-cent Solar LED Lamp for Projects
Where to buy

In the garden section of Walmart stores is an aisle of solar-powered LED lights ranging from plain to fancy and low to high cost. The simplest and least expensive 
solar lights are single lamps on a stake, to be placed along a walk or driveway. These solar lights include a small solar panel facing upwards, a rechargeable 1.2v 
NiCad battery, a small printed circuit board for upping the voltage and turning on the charger during daytime, and a downward-facing lamp. White LED lamps require 
a bit more than 3v to light up compared to red or green (1.9 and 2.0 volts respectively), thus the circuit's boost for the NiCad battery. This project shows how to take 
this cheap solar light apart and remake it so you can put the solar panel for daytime charging anywhere on your project and place a single white LED lamp also 
anywhere on your project.

Where to get white LED lamps

You will need a new white LED lamp for each piece you make because you will destroy the existing lamp when you disassemble (see below). Best and most plentiful 
source for white LEDs is a string of Christmas Tree lights. While the string may no longer light up when you plug it into house power, each lamp is likely still good. So 
don't throw the string away. Snip the lamps off the string and save them for future use.

Stuff you will need

Solar walkway light from Walmart ($0.97)
White LED lamp snipped from Christmas Tree string
Project wire (20ga or smaller)
Battery holder (Single AA suggested, could use 2/3AA)
1.2v RECHARGEABLE NiCad battery (AA size suggested, could use existing 2/3AA)
Soldering gun, solder, & shrink tubing

Disassemble the solar light

Two phillips screws hold the solar panel top to the circuitry. Remove and save. Remove the small 2/3 AA battery. Grip the small circuit board with needle-nose pliers 
and remove from its slots. Remove the positive and the negative metal battery contacts from their slots. Pull the parts free of the round housing. With wire cutters, 
snip off the round housing for the lamp. Save the housing.



   

Solder wires to the battery and lamp leads

Snip the two leads to the LED lamp about 1/8" from the glass. Remove the insulation, leaving the wires bare. Spread the wires a bit. Snip the ends of the battery 
leads where they meet the metal. Strip the ends of the wires. Cut a length of wire (suited to your profject) and solder it to each battery lead and to each bare wire for 
the lamp still attached to the circuit board. Be sure to slip shrink tube over each connection.

   

Reassemble housing

Cut off the plastic extensions in the housing formerly used to house the battery and circuit board, but leave the screw receivers intact. Run the four wires through the 
housing and stuff the circuit board and soldered joints into the housing and reapply the top using the two screws. The assembly is ready for connection to a white 
lamp and a battery. The lamp and battery may be located where convenient for your project.

  

The Christmas Tree lamp

LED lamps must be connected with the plus side to the plus side of the battery. Test which of your wires is plus; which lamp lead is plus. Be sure the solar panel is 



facing down (covered) because the light turns on only at night. These Christmas Tree lights slide nicely into a 3/8" drilled hole with a coating of sealant/glue. Be sure 
to solder your joints and protect with shrink wrap.

  

The 1.2 volt rechargeable battery

The unit comes with a 2/3AA 1.2v 150mAh battery. "2/3" means it is two thirds as tall as a regular AA battery. A larger AA battery (600mAh) will last longer, so now is 
the time to substitute. Order batteries and an AA battery holder from Amazon.

    

The finished project: An eight-room birdhouse with two tower lights.




